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https://youtu.be/vVRwe3QzuS4
https://youtu.be/d2B-br10amA

Find the passive form of the following sentences (1-15)

1/1

Rita will be invited by Stella.

Rita will have been invited by Stella.

Rita will want to be invited by Stella.

Rita will be wanting to be invited by Stella.

1/1

We were very much pleased on her manners.

WHATS APP NUMBER (JOINED IN SAI EDUCATION ONLINE COACHING
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1. Stella will invite Rita. *

2. Her manners pleased us very much. *
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We are very much pleased with her manners.

We pleased her very much with manners.

We were very much pleased with her manners.

1/1

The horn was blown by the driver.

The horn was being blown by the driver.

The horn has been blown by the driver.

The horn is being blown by the driver.

1/1

The police had been trying to catch the thief

Police has caught the thief

The thief has been caught by police

The police caught the thief

1/1

The tiger was killed by the hunter

Hunter was trying to shoot the tiger

The tiger was shot by the hunter

Hunter shot at the tiger

3. The driver was blowing the horn. *

4. The thief was caught by the police. *

5. The hunter shot the tiger *
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1/1

A circle was being drawn by them in the morning

A circle was drawn by them in the morning

In the morning a circle have been drawn by them

A circle has been drawing since morning

1/1

The entire block is being demolished

The block may be demolished entirely

The entire block will have to be demolished by them

The entire block will be demolished by them

1/1

You have been warned by us

We have you warned

Warned you have been

Have you been warned

6. They drew a circle in the morning *

7. They will demolish the entire block *

8. We have warned you *
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1/1

The prices lowered the shopkeeper

The prices were lowered by the shopkeeper

Down went the prices

The shopkeeper got down the prices

1/1

Grammar was taught to us by him

We are taught grammar by him

Grammar will be taught to us by him

We were teached grammar by him

9. The shopkeeper lowered the prices *

10. He teaches us grammar *



1/1

Were they answering the question?

Did the question get answered?

Was the answer to the question given?

Did they answer the question?

Feedback

Interrogative sentences starting with was, will change to passive by the rule Was/were +
subject + V-3.

1/1

The tent is being put up

Let the tent be put up

The tent has been put up

Let the tent being put up

Feedback

It is an imperative sentence showing command. Imperative sentences in passive voice will
be let+obj.+be+past participle

11. Was the question answered? *

12. Put up the tent *



1/1

Hands raised by you

Let your hands be raised

Let raised your hands

Let him raise his hand

1/1

The dinner is prepared by them

The dinner is being prepared by them

The dinner was prepared by them

The dinner are prepared by them

1/1

The shoes will polished by the servant

The shoes are polished by the servant

The shoes will be polish by the servant

The shoes will be polished by the servant

13. The passive form of "Raise your hands"? *

14. Choose the correct passive form " They are preparing the dinner".? *

15. The servant will polish the shoes. The passive voice is: *



The shoes will be polished by the servant

1/1

She sent me a present

She has sent me a present

She is sending me a present

She had send me a present

1/1

The noise annoy the people

The noise annoyed the people

The noise annoys the people

The noise is annoying the people

1/1

They have telecasted the programme live on the TV channels

They telecasted the programme live on the TV channels

They will telecaste the programme live on the TV channels

16. "A present has been sent to me by her". The ACTIVE voice is : *

17. Identify the Active voice - "The people are annoyed by the noise" *

18. The programme was telecasted live on the TV channels. The Active
voice is ? (V.E.O 2019 - EKM,PKD) *



They are telecasting the programme live on the TV channels

1/1

He enchanted us

He is enchanted us

He was enchanted us

He has enchanted us

1/1

They translated this book into six languages

They will translate this book into six languages

They have translated this book into six languages

They are translating this book into six languages

1/1

A reward was given by him to the king.

He was given a reward by a king.

He was given the reward by a king.

19. We were enchanted by him. choose the active voice of the sentence.
*

20. This book was translated into six languages by them. Choose the
Active form *

21. The king gave him a reward. *
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He was given by the king a reward.

1/1

It was our tenth win of the season.

The scoreboard flashed the final numbers.

The game was won in the last thirty seconds.

The forward slam-dunked the ball in a brillian last-minute play.

1/1

Why a lie told by you?

Why is a lie be told by you?

Why is a lie told by you?

Why is a lite being told you?

1/1

Built

Was built

Was build

Has built

22. Which sentence is written in passive voice? *

23. Why do you tell a lie? *

24. This house ______ in 1970 by my grandfather. *



1/1

The message will passed by Rahul.

The message would be passed by Rahul.

The message will pass by Rahul.

The message will be passed by Rahul.
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25. Rahul will pass the message. *
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